LANIER OUTLOOK

Newsletter

A Letter From The President,

Summer
Wrap-Up 2021

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

The Summer Season of 2021 is rapidly coming to an end. It’s been another great
year to boat on Lake Lanier and the Lake is as healthy as ever. A prosperous
place to do business and a fun place to live sharing recreational time with family
and friends. The Lake Lanier Association has also experienced a fantastic summer season. Keeping a focus on a CLEAN FULL SAFE Lake Lanier.
Regarding a safe lake, we have reconstructed our Solar Hazard Marker Light
Monitoring Program with a new contractor and are committed to swapping out
all lights within the 3 year warranty life of the light. We are excited about our
new partnership with Lanier Services 3 (LS3) and are expecting the USACE to
step up their efforts to replace downed markers in a more expedient manner due
to reporting accuracy improvements. We have added two new Life Jacket Loaner Stations at Young Deer Creek Park and Charleston Park which have been well
received and heavily used. We plan to continue expanding this program in 2022.
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Committed to a Clean, Full and Safe Lake Lanier
www.lakelanier.org

Kudos to the USACE for another year of full pool or nearly full
pool water levels in Lake Lanier. Their water control management processes have been working (along with an assist from
Mother Nature) to keep our Lake full for the last 3-4 years. We
are in the planning process for another round of Island Rip Rap
and expect to commence work in the fall of this year adding to
the almost 2 miles of shoreline already improved.
And lastly, our efforts to keep Lake Lanier clean are ramping up
September 25th, we will conduct our 33rd Annual Shore Sweep
Program that is the gold standard for lake clean-up efforts statewide. We expect over 1,000 volunteers and many, many tons of
trash to be removed. The Chlorophyll a levels are overall lower
this year thus far and we will continue to create awareness of
this issue with our membership to result in more conscientious
use of fertilizers, more attention to the proper maintenance of
septic systems and expedited reporting of issues (algae blooms
and sediment run-off). Be on the look out for algae blooms and
report any problems you see as we go into the late summer/early
fall.
All of this is a testament to you, our members. Without your
support, it can’t happen. Thank you for your ongoing commitment. Your financial support and spirit of volunteerism makes
Lake Lanier a special place. Stay safe and hope to see you at
Shore Sweep on September 25, 2021.

President,
Lake Lanier Association
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Top 10 Boating Etiquette Rules
Remember, these are guidelines and should not serve as a replacement for learning the rules, regulations and
laws. Be sure to take a BOATING SAFETY COURSE.

1 Good boating etiquette
Respect the ramp.

your wake.
Pack in.
2 Own
Keep the tunes in check. 4 Pack out.
Stay at least 200 feet 3
Sound is amplified over the

starts before you enter
the water - at the dock.
Prepare your boat and
equipment before getting
into position to launch.

Slow your roll.
5 You
are responsible for
any damage you
cause to other
people’s property.

and go.
8 Fuel
At the fuel dock, get
fuel, pay your bill and
move out of the way. If
you need to buy
additional supplies,
relocate your boat.
Don’t forget to run your
blower before starting.

from the shoreline,
docks, and other
boaters. It is dangerous
to throw obtrusive
waves at another boat,
swimmer, angler or
shoreline owner.

water, so keep the music at
a decent level. Not only is it
a disturbance to others but
the operator may not hear
the spotter.

of the road.
6 Rules
Become familiar with waterway
markers and navigation rules,
which dictate how you
operate your vessel in order to
prevent collision.

Keep Lake Lanier
clean by properly
disposing of any
trash you have.
Do not throw it
overboard!

7 IfBeyouprepared.
are the captain, you need to be
prepared with the safety rules for your
craft and make your guests aware as
well. Know state and local laws. Set a
good example by always wearing a
life jacket and have enough life
jackets for each person onboard.

Anchoring and mooring.
9 Enter
Be polite – give a wave.
an anchorage or mooring area at a
10
When passing another boat,
slow speed. Don’t create a wake that will
disrupt other anchored boats. The first
boat sets the tone. Mimic how they tie
off, how much line you use and how
much distance you allow between you
and other boats. The busier the boat, the
more space you should give yourself.

give a little wave hello.
Boating is all about having
fun and being part of the
boating community. It also
lets the other boat know
you see it.

ALWAYS WEAR A LIFE JACKET OR HAVE
A FLOTATION DEVICE FOR EACH PERSON
WHEN BOATING OR SWIMMING IN THE LAKE.
Be Safe, Courteous and Respectful
and have a great time on the lake!

To learn more about LLA, Volunteer or Join Today,
visit LakeLanier.org
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Solar Light Program Update
By: Todd Baxter, Director
The Solar Lights program is a night time navigation/safety program
sponsored and implemented by the Lake Lanier Association with support from the Corps. Starting in 2013, solar lights were installed in what
were deemed the most hazardous areas for night time visibility and
awareness of hazards. These markers indicate shallow water, where
rocks, trees, ridges or other natural obstacles lurk just below the surface (or above, depending on the water level). Generally mounted on
poles with reflector baffles easily visible during the day time, these solar
powered lights flash 1 second on, 3 seconds off, sundown to sunrise,
bringing greater visibility to existing markers during hours of darkness.
Ever wonder how far away these twinkling lights are visible? The lights
are rated for 1 nautical mile of visibility.

New Maintenance Process
There are 289 solar lights on Lanier. LLA recently contracted with
Lanier Services 3 (LS3) to maintain, replace and repair the solar lights
on a regular basis. This maintenance program is designed to ensure
that the maximum number of lights possible are fully functional at
all times, with a keen focus on the busiest on-water times of the year
(May - September). Solar lights which are defective or not operating
properly are replaced by LS3, and lights on markers which have been
damaged or destroyed are reported to the Corps for full replacement
of the marker and light.
With so many lights in various places on the lake, and all of those
places being potentially hazardous, maintaining functionality of all
lights is a top priority. These high quality marine lights are designed
to last a minimum of 3 years, even in extreme weather conditions.
To ensure they are all working, an overnight inspection of each and
every light on the lake takes place each year by May. Lights that are
identified as not working are replaced as soon as possible, ensuring
the highest possible number of lights are in working order during the
busiest on-water months of the Summer.
Replacing the light itself is not incredibly difficult, but getting situated to make the repair is another
story. Depending on lake levels, the lights can range from eye level to 10 feet (or more) high, and most
must be accessed by boat, and repaired from a ladder or lift.
Continued page 5
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The boat must be able to safely approach (keeping
in mind these are potentially dangerous areas of
the lake) and stabilize or anchor, then equipment
must be put in place to safely access each light. The
3 man team on LS3 consists of a captain - responsible for navigation and stabilization; a safety and
tracking technician - who ensures safety by being
ready with emergency floatation devices, securing
the ladder, etc., as well as inventorying and tracking the serial number, location and installation date
for every light; and the repairman - who uses tools
and hardware to replace each light.

Solar Lights are provided
and maintained by LLA.
Hazard markers (ATON) are
maintained by the Corps.

We are excited about this new process, as it ensures
the highest possible number of lights are operational at all times, especially during the busiest times of
year on the lake. This is another tangible example
of our efforts to meet one of LLA's primary goals helping to ensure a SAFE Lake Lanier for all, even
at night!
You can report lights out or damaged/missing
markers on LakeLanier.org using our “Report a
Problem” form. This easy to use method is a quick
and efficient way to ensure your issue is routed to
the proper authority to be addressed.

Prior Approach:
•
•
•
•

Nighttime assessment to ensure lights are working
Replacement of lights identified as not working
Difficulty in receiving consistent, accurate and
timely reporting
Led to uncertainty and too many inoperable lights

New Approach:
•
•
•

One annual overnight assessment of all lights prior to peak season (April)
Oldest lights proactively replaced in several maintenance runs throughout the year – ensuring all
lights on lake are within warranty period
Issues are reported/tracked/trended, opportunities identified

LLA recently sat down with the Corps
of Engineers to discuss the timeliness of the
replacement of hazard markers. In our See
Something Say Something program, this is
one of the top issues that we receive reports
about. In addition to those complaints, our
contractors identified earlier this year 23
missing markers that should be marked with
solar lights.
Among many other reasons, staffing and equipment have played a role in
the length of time it takes to have markers
replaced once they are reported as missing.
The Corps uses one contractor for all maintenance tasks from cleaning park restroom
facilities, fixing water leaks to replacing
markers, etc. Prioritization of repairs can
delay scheduled hazard marker replacement.
LLA will continue to work with the
Corps and assist as we are able to ensure the
lake is marked and as safe as possible. If you
see a down marker please let us know.
5

ADDV Program Update
Abandoned and Derelict Docks and Vessels
By: Matt Williams, Director

"The Beast" Houseboat Removed
The Lake Lanier Association’s effort to address abandoned
and derelict docks and vessels has made significant progress over the last few months. First, you may have seen on
the news that the derelict houseboat, dubbed “The Beast”
was removed from Lake Lanier a couple weeks ago. The
Beast was an abandoned houseboat located just south of
Brown’s Bridge that has been a safety hazard and eyesore
for many years. LLA partnered with the Corps and the
DNR to find a solution. All efforts to find the owner and
hold them accountable failed. Ultimately, the Corps provided the necessary funding and LLA coordinated the efforts to get this boat off the lake.

"The Beast" taking its
last sail across Lanier

During removal “The Beast” lived up to its name. It took
working off and on for four days straight to remove this
boat. The hull was in such a state of disrepair that as fast as
the water was being removed it was entering back into the
boat. The entire TowBoat US team led by Captain Robert
Estrada is extremely knowledgeable in salvaging and was
able to ultimately beat “The Beast” and in a fitting turn
of events move “The Beast” across Lake Lanier in a thunderstorm for it to be removed and recycled. It was a great
victory for all involved and everyone that enjoys the lake.

Working With the Corps

Do You Know My Owner?

LLA, working with the Corps, has identified and
maintained a list of abandoned docks and the Corps,
through its own contractor, has been removing these
docks utilizing its own funds. Progress is being made
to address this mounting problem that has accumulated over the last several years. Once again, the
problem exists because LLA, the Corps and the DNR
has been unable to identify the party responsible for
dumping these derelict docks.
Continued page 7
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If You See Something, Say Something
To address the problem going forward, LLA has implemented
the See Something Say Something program accessed through its
new website. In this program, you become the eyes on the lake.
If you see a vessel or dock being moved across the lake that is
in such a condition that you question its value, you are asked to
collect the necessary information identified on the LLA website
and then using the Report a Problem form, provide that information to LLA. LLA will review the report, and then forward
the information to the proper authority for further investigation. It is the goal of the LLA, through the See Something Say
Something program, to put an end to these offensive practices
and hold the parties involved responsible.

Next Target:
"The Shadow" lurks in the darkest
parts of Chattahoochee Bay

Meet LLA Board of Director
Billy Powell ~ Vice President Administration, Finance
Billy Powell has been on the Lake Lanier Association Board for 3
years. He generously gives his time and expertise to developing
budgets and contributing to the strategic plans.
As a Hall County native, he has fond memories of skiing and fishing on Lanier as a teen. He has grown to appreciate the economic
benefit that the lake brings to the area. Billy said “Lanier is quite
a jewel - people who aren’t familiar with the lake come to the area
and fall in love. It’s a great area to live or even grow a business.”
Outside of his contributions to LLA, Billy Powell is a County Commissioner for Hall County and has built his professional career in
commercial real estate. When he’s not working, you can find him
at Sherry’s Bait and BBQ or working on special projects involving electrical, plumbing and even gardening. He's a lover of the
outdoors and takes an annual hiking and fishing trip with friends.
Together, they have traveled to beautiful places, including Alaska,
Montana, Oregon, and Canada.
Billy is passionate about the economic value and impact of Lake Lanier, so volunteering with LLA is
a natural fit. He notes that LLA is a volunteer organization, relying on members to keep us informed
about what they see on the lake. “We can’t be everywhere on the lake, so please let us know if you see
something that might be an issue or something that we can add to our programming that might enhance the lake.” Billy’s heart is to serve the Lanier community and LLA has a greater impact thanks to
7
his efforts.

Lanier Real Estate is Hot like Summer
By: Teresa Smith
Oh boy! It has been a crazy time on the lake!
Over the last year Lake Lanier property has been
on fire with sales and prices through the roof.
The surge in the demand for vacation homes,
whether full or part-time, started during the pandemic when people were able to work from home,
students were schooled virtually, people were
taking safety precautions and staying away from
crowded areas, and with urban-based recreation
limited by social distancing regulations.We have

Teresa Smith & the Living on Lake Lanier Team
Proud LLA Business Sponsor ~ Partner Level

been in an extreme seller’s market over the past
year and a half both nationally and locally. According to NAR's recently released 2021 Vacation Home
Counties Report. In 2020, vacation home sales rose by 16.4%, outpacing the 5.6% growth in total existinghome sales. Vacation home sales have continued to pick up during January-June 2021, rising by 57.2%
year-over-year, more than twice the 20% growth in total existing-home sales during the same period.
Let's take a look at some numbers comparing 2020 vs 2021. These stats include lake homes on the entire
lake with either a private or community dock. Between January 1st and July 31st in 2020, 267 lake homes
were sold and 2021, 275 lake homes have sold. That isn't a lot of difference in volume, but let's break it
down by price point:
We have had the highest sales prices in history with
buyers fighting tooth and nail...almost literally...over
lake homes. Many sellers have taken advantage of
skyrocketing home values to put cash in their pockets, and buyers have jumped on the historically
low interest rates to purchase their dream vacation
home or move full time to the lake. This market has
also left many buyers frustrated and confused, but
are we starting to see a light at the end of the tunnel?
With the growth we have experienced, it’s simply not
sustainable. We have recently started seeing more
price reductions than we have year to date and homes are staying on the market for more than an hour.
Even though sales are still very strong, this may indicate that the market has hit its peak and is starting
to level out.
Continued page 9
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So what does that mean? If you have been on the fence about selling your home, now would be a great time
to have a conversation with a Lake Lanier Specialist about what your home could sell for. Inventory is still
low and pricing is still holding steady; however, pricing is key! Buyers should continue to be patient, but
the good news is that the bidding wars are less intense than they have been previously.
Enough about business, now let's talk about the fun things
that make Lake Lanier the community we all love so much.
Our lake community is involved in many great activities
to help make a difference. Whether that be raising money
or cooking food for a family in need, towing a stranger, picking up trash, the list goes on.
The Living on Lake Lanier team enjoys voluntering at the
Lanier C.A.S.T for Kids, the Rubber Duck Derby, the Poker
Run and the annual Lake Lanier Association’s Shore Sweep
(see details on page 10 & 11). If you are looking to become
more involved in the Lanier community, we invite you to
join us and check out these fun events!

SEE SOMETHING

Say Something
See Something on Lanier? Say Something!
LAKE LANIER COVERS 38,400+ ACRES; WE NEED YOUR EYES ON THE WATER!
Be a part of the solution: Report a problem or volunteer to be an area contact.
More information at lakelanier.org.

Do ck s : A bando ne d / Du mp ed . Erosion & Sed imentation.
B o at s: A bando ne d, Sunk or Sinking. Trash & Debris. Algae.
So l ar Li ght s & Markers: Damaged or Missing.
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What to Know for Shore Sweep 2021
Lake Lanier Association’s annual Shore Sweep will take place on Saturday September 25. Be a part of cleaning
up the lake for the benefit of Lake Lanier and all those who enjoy it. Please be sure to pre-register, whether attending by land or water, using Eventbrite so we can distribute t-shirts and supplies appropriately throughout
the sites. In years past, the Shore Sweep team has had to estimate what supplies each site will need. Pre-registration will streamline this process and ensure the supplies are where they need to be.

Go to LakeLanier.org to Register Today!

Shore Sweep Day of Sites:
Saturday, September 25th

When: September 25th, trash drop off and supply pickup will be open

Forsyth County:
Bald Ridge Marina
Shady Grove-Boat Access Only
Port Royale Marina

How: Attend via boat, PWC, kayak, canoe, land or a combination. Peo-

Dawson County:
War Hill Park
Toto Creek Park

from 8am-1pm at all sites. This is a drop in event. Pick up trash on your
way to the site for drop off, pick up your supplies first then head out to
clean, or do a combination of the two.

ple walking the shoreline and boats of all sizes can help with this event.
Kayak teams have gone into coves that no one else can access and collected trash in laundry baskets strapped to their boats. PWC have pulled
trains of dock floats. Pontoons have put down tarps and filled up their
boats with piles of bagged trash.

Thank you to our Signature Shore Sweep Sponsor:
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Hall County:
Don Carter State Park
Lake Lanier Olympic Park
Holly Park
Gainesville Marina
Balus Creek Boat Ramp
Aqualand Marina
Lanier Islands- Walkers only no
boat traffic
Gwinnett County:
Gwinnett Park

Can't make it on September 25th?
You can still help. Advance Sites open on September 11th
If you can't make it the day of Shore Sweep or you want to clean multiple areas, eight advance sites open on September 11th. You can take trash to these
sites by boat for the two weeks before Shore Sweep. Advance Sites close sunset
Friday, September 24th. If you bring trash to any of these locations, please
look for the signs posted and leave the debris close to the signs. You can bring
bagged trash or large items and leave tham at one of these locations. We have
volunteer boats scheduled to pick up at all these locations on Saturday morning for removal.
Trash can only be placed while the Shore Sweep signs are in place.
Do not bring trash to these locations other times of the year.

Advance Site Locations:
Shady Grove Park-Beach
Beaver Ruin
Gwinnett Park
Gaines Ferry Island
Beaver Island
Wahoo Island 2WC
Nix Bridge Island
Flat Creek Island

Locations and additional details are available at lakelanier.org.

There's a Lot to Love About Lennys Subs
Meet Bruce Longmore
After earning 1.2 million Delta sky miles and knowing his way around
Hartsfield-Jackson better than Forsyth County, Bruce Longmore,
owner and operator of Lennys Subs in Cumming, traded 23 years in
corporate america to build a life he loved.
Bruce has grown up around Lanier, spending his time fishing and skiing. He’s raised his family to love the water too. They found themselves
mourning the end of weekends on the lake, which led them to decide
to dwell on Lanier full-time nearly 19 years ago. Bruce is a loving husband, father to 5 grown children and has 4 grandkids. He proudly
leads the Lennys location in Cumming, which has been in the Top 3 of
all Lenny franchises nationwide.
When he’s not enjoying a Lennys philly cheesesteak or on the water,
you’ll find Bruce giving back to the community. Most recently he provided subs to over 250 volunteers at the annual Poker Run, hosted by
Lanier Partners. This year, the Poker Run raised over $100,000 for
local children’s charities. Bruce serves as their Vice President.
For Bruce, Lennys is more than a sandwich shop, it’s the opportunity to have a
family owned business with a growth strategy of giving back to the community.
He's certainly not a stranger to Forsyth Co. anymore and lives out this mission
through many years of involvement with the local Rotary Club and Leadership
Forsyth, and most recently in the local Chamber, Lanier Partners and is a proud
LLA Business Sponsor.
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KNOW THE ROPES

Winterization A-Z
As fall boating approaches, the question on everyone's mind is...
When should I winterize? LLA sat down with Dane Michael of Lakeside Marine and Motorsports
to discuss. When it comes to winterizing your watercraft, preparation is key. This includes the decision to winterize or not to winterize, when is the best time to winterize and scheduling with a professional you trust.

To winterize or not to winterize? This is
the decision you’ll need to make first! If you
enjoy year-round boating, you may opt out
of this service. In this case, you’ll want to be
prepared for potential freeze damage, mindful of maintenance, how your watercraft will
be stored and have your dock’s fresh water
pump prepared for colder temps. Some engines don’t require winterization. To determine if your boat or PWC doesn't need this
care, review your owners guide or consult a
professional.
If you’re planning to winterize this
year, planning is key. Most professionals
get booked quickly with requests for servicing at the end of summer. It’s recommended
to get on the books with the professional you
trust. If warm temps linger longer than anticipated, just let your professional know you’d
like to extend your service out a few weeks.
Pay close attention to the weather if you plan
to enjoy the fall boating season and be ready
to make adjustments as needed.
The best time to winterize is between October and November, so you’re not in a crunch
as temps start to drop. In an emergency, if
your boat isn’t winterized yet, you can leave
your boat in the water. In Georgia, it takes a
while for water temps to drop below freezing.
However, it’s the wind and wind-chill that
can wreak havoc, entering through engine
bay, vents, etc. Generally speaking, water
12

Frozen Water has Cracked this Engine
temps won’t be cold enough to cause damage and
the water will act as nature’s thermal blanket for
your boat.
Most winterization servicing starts around $150
for a PWC and a few hundred dollars for a boat, but
will vary depending on size and engine. Additional
repairs are often uncovered during this thorough
servicing, which will allow you to handle repairs
throughout the off-season and have a boat that is
turn-key, ready to hit the water as temps rise again
in the spring.
As boating season returns, it’s critical that you
check your plugs, battery and blower before taking
off for a day on the lake. Run your blower first, lift
the hatch, and visually verify that there is no water
escaping from your motor. This is also a great time
to complete the “Look, Hear and Smell” test to ensure your engine is running properly without any
off-putting sounds, smells or fluids.

Continued page 13

Dane Michael,
owner and operator
of Lakeside Marine
and Motorsports,
started in 2016, but
Dane brings many more years of experience and
knowledge to the table. For Dane, this business
is about creating a special opportunity for boaters and lake lovers to share memories with family - this is the passion behind Lakeside Marine.

Winterization Tips:
1. Familiarize yourself with your boat and what
should be included in your winterization.
2. Do your due-diligence to pick a professional
you trust. Winterization is the most important
servicing you’ll receive all year.
3. Plan - Get on the books early, so you’re not in
a crunch.
4. Preventative measures like maintenance charging or removing batteries are a few ways to ensure
that you get the most life out of your boat's batteries.
5. Use proper covers with vents and moisture removing products. Remove seats and store in a
safe space like your basement to protect the upholstery from mold.
6. If storing on-land, research or talk to a professional about leaving the bilge drain plug removed
for consistent and open air venting.
7. To prevent trailer-sinking (where the boat fills
up from the inside out from rain water) leave a
guaranteed place to drain. This is NOT recommend if your boat is stored on your lift. Power
outages can occur as well as boat lift failures and
this will lead to your boat sinking.
8. Be sure your batteries are ready for the long,
cold winter - include a maintenance charger and
double check bilge pumps on a recurring basis.
Batteries don’t last forever and bilge pumps don’t
either!

For most boats and watercraft a typical
winterize should include evacuating the water in the engine and holding systems that can
potentially freeze. This can include the engine
block, head system, fresh water holding tank,
ballast systems, nozzles, sprayers, and wash
downs - anywhere in the boat where water
enters or exits.
While we highly recommend the use of
fuel additives or treatments all year round it is
by far more common to see most boaters only
stabilize the fuel tank from phase separation
for the extended time your boat will sit unused.
We recommend adding those stabilizers before
your servicing technician shows up to perform
your winterization ensuring not only the tank
is protected but also the fuel in the fuel lines,
the fuel lift and pressure pumps, the fuel rail
and the injectors. Those often-forgotten places can still trap and hold fuel allowing that to
go bad and potentially cause running issues.
In these newer high-performance engines including outboards, jetski engines, wakeboard
boat engines, etc. they are requiring high octane fuel to keep these often supercharged big
horsepower applications performing at a perfectly tuned harmony. They demand excellent
quality fuel and not protecting these systems
can and most certainly do cause engine damage or failure.
For those boaters who may leave the
watercraft sitting for extended periods of time
we recommend what is called fogging. You apply a clingy protectant into the engine cylinder
bore to prevent the forming of surface corrosion on the metal to metal working surfaces.
When it is no longer boating time it is very
easy to forget the boat still needs after season care. We have seen people moving homes,
having medical issues, traveling for long periods of time, all kinds of reasons why they will
not be returning to the water for an extended
period of time and this is when we advise this
form of internal engine protection.
By Dane Michael
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LLA Business Member Spotlight
Please support businesses who work with LLA to help keep Lake Lanier Clean, Full and Safe!
Thank you to these businesses for joining or renewing their membership from June-Mid-August.

Dock and Boat Care

Tree & Lawn Services

Advantage Boat Center
(678)771-8745
www.advantageboatcenter.com

Caldwell Tree Care
(770)992-1973
www.caldwelltreecare.com

Aqua-Stairs
(770)993-1460
www.aquastairs.com

Executive Green
(404)558-0839
Facebook: Executive-Green

Jet Thrust Performance
jtperf@bellsouth.net
www.jetthrustperformance.com

Other

Lighthouse Marine Solutions
(678)450-4212
www.lighthousemarinesolutions.com

DLP Construction
(770)887-3573
www.dlpconstruction.com

Mashburn Marine
(404)234-1897
www.mashburnmarine.com

Ewing Motors
(678)858-6161
www.ewingmotorco.com

University Yacht Club
(770)967-2814
Facebook: University Yacht Club Inc.

Lanier Federal Credit Union
(770)503-1765
www.lanierfcu.org

Lawyer & Attorney

Lake Lanier Olympic Park
855-536-1996
www.lakelanierolympicvenue.org

Weaver Firm
(770)692-8368
www.weaverfirm.com

Margaritaville at Lanier Islands
bperry@margaritavillelanierislands.com
www.margaritavilleresorts.com

Stewart, Melvin & Frost LLP
(770)536-0101
www.smf-law.com

To become an LLA Business Sponsor/Member go to lakelanier.org today!

Special Thank You to WaterSport Central for a
Signature Sponsorship of Shore Sweep 2021
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615F Oak Str eet S ui te 200
Gainesv ille, GA 30501
770- 503- 7757
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6 15 F Oa k S tr e e t Su ite 200
Ga i n e sv i lle , GA 30501
7 7 0 - 5 0 3 - 7757
Comm i tt e d to a clea n , f u ll
a nd sa f e La ke La n i er to
enha nc e i ts e c o n omic va lu e
i n G e o r gia .

Follow us online at:
www.lakelanier.org
Facebook: Lake Lanier Association @lakelanierassoc
Instagram: LakeLanierAssociation
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